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A magnetic helix can be wound into a classical Heisenberg chain by fixing one end while rotating
the other one. We show that in quantum Heisenberg chains of finite length, the magnetization
slips back to the trivial state beyond a finite turning angle. Avoided level crossings thus undermine
classical topological protection. Yet, for special values of the axial Heisenberg anisotropy, stable
spin helices form again, which are non-locally entangled. Away from these sweet spots, spin helices
can be stabilized dynamically or by dissipation. For half-integer spin chains of odd length, a spin
slippage state and its Kramers partner define a qubit with a non-trivial Berry connection.
The ongoing downsizing of bits in computational de-
vices is about to hit the limits given by the coarse-grained
character of matter. Among the promising candidates to
store information on the atomic scale are non-collinear
magnetic structures like domain walls, spin helices, and
magnetic skyrmions [1–3]. These kinds of magnetic struc-
tures cannot be continuously deformed to a trivial state,
e.g., a ferromagnetically ordered one, without letting the
magnetization vanish at some point. The information
is topologically protected. However, systems with a few
spins have two limitations. Classical topological protec-
tion usually decreases with size because the system is
more discrete than continuous. Moreover, small systems
are inherently governed by quantum effects. Topologi-
cally protected states may be left by tunneling.
Conceptually simple magnetic structures with topolog-
ical protection are classical magnetic helices. It is well-
established in the context of a spin energy storage, that
the magnetization of classical spin chains of finite length
can be wound up to a helix when the first spin is ro-
tated slowly while the last one is fixed [4]. A fi-
nite number of rotations is possible before the spins slip
back and the system partially releases its attained en-
ergy. Besides acting as a spin energy storage, by tun-
ing the winding number of a spin helix, full control of
the overlap between the Majorana bound states of heli-
cally magnetized one dimensional topological supercon-
ductors [5] becomes possible. This implements additional
[6] dynamical quantum gates. Static helices that rely on
RKKY or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions do not offer
this possibility [7–9].
The extension of the concept of spin helix states to the
quantum regime may evoke surprising new properties of
which a few have been recently revealed theoretically [10–
14]. Stable quantum spin-1/2 helices at infinitely strong
coupling of the first and last spin of the chain to dis-
sipative baths, for instance, have been shown to exist
only for specific values of the axial Heisenberg anisotropy
matching the cosine of the relative turning angle between
two neighboring spins [11, 12]. At these fine-tuned sweet
spots, the helix state is a pure product state of local spin
states [12–14]. Spin helices and spin slips additionally
appear in superfluid spin transport and are related to
superconducting charge transport in thin wires [15–23].
Experimentally, few-atom spin chains are at the forefront
of research, realizing locally controllable magnetic mo-
ments of magnetic islands [24], boundary-controlled spin
manipulation [25], and noncollinear magnetism [26]. In
these setups, the finite size of the spin chains is crucial
regarding the observed physics and prospects for compu-
tational applications.
In this Letter, we show that the dynamic winding-up of
Heisenberg quantum spin chains of finite length reveals
non-trivial quantum mechanical features. First, quan-
tum spin slippage occurs in the winding process which
is absent in classical chains and which prevents stable
quantum spin helices from occurring. Generic quantum-
mechanical avoided energy level crossings let the quan-
tum spin chain prematurely slip to the trivial collinear
state. Second, we find for general spin quantum num-
bers a cascade of sweet spots of the axial anisotropy
for which most relevant avoided level crossings numer-
ically vanish and which include the special cases for the
quantum spin-1/2 chains with infinitely strong boundary
dissipation as a subclass [12]. Third, we find that the
quantum spin helix state is non-locally entangled, which
generalizes Ref. [12]. In addition, we show that finite-size
quantum spin helices can, in general and away from the
sweet spots, be realized by dynamic winding protocols
that exploits Landau-Zener transitions, or by coupling
all spins to a dissipative magnetic environment. Fur-
thermore, we point out that the quantum slippage states
themselves are interesting objects: For chains of half-
integer spins with an odd length, the energetically lowest
slippage state is a Kramers partner of the ground state
at a twisting angle of pi/2 and both states are separated
energetically from the rest of the spectrum. These states
define a qubit with a nontrivial gate operation realized
by adiabatic time evolution.
Model. We consider the XXZ Heisenberg model of
a chain of n quantum spins Si [27–29]. The terminal
spins are completely fixed by external control fields, for
instance, stemming from magnetic islands as experimen-
tally realized in Ref. [25]. Effectively, the terminal spins
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FIG. 1. Spin orientation during winding up spin helices. The first spin is fixed while the last one is adiabatically slowly rotated
by the angle φ. a) Classical spins, simulated with the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation corresponding to Eq. (1) and large
Gilbert damping. A spin helix develops. b) Quantum spins, shown are the expectation values 〈Si〉 at ∆ = 0. At φ = pi, the
middle spins slip where the local spin expectation reaches zero. No helix develops.
can be treated classically. The Hamiltonian is
H(t) =
n−2∑
i=2
J
(
Sxi S
x
i+1 + S
y
i S
y
i+1
)
+ ∆Szi S
z
i+1
+ JS
(
Bˆ1S2 + Bˆn(t)Sn−1
)
. (1)
Here, J is the Heisenberg exchange coupling and ∆ the
axial Heisenberg anisotropy. The external field Bˆ1 =
(1, 0, 0)
T
fixes the first spin of the chain, the field Bˆn(t) =
(cosφ(t), sinφ(t), 0)
T
rotates the last spin, e.g., φ(t) =
ωt. The finite size of the spin chain here plays the
important role of letting the external fields polarize the
center of the chain significantly. In the thermodynamic
limit, i.e., n → ∞, the ground state can be unordered
and gapless depending on J , ∆, and the spin quantum
number [30]. For simplicity, we assume a ferromagnetic
coupling, i.e., J,∆ < 0, and a preferred orientation of the
spins in the x-y plane, i.e., |∆| < |J |.
Quantum spin slippage. Initializing the spin chain in
its ordered ground state and letting time run, the last
spin is rotated. For sufficiently slow dynamics, the spins
gradually follow the orientation of their nearest neigh-
bors. In a classical chain, a spin helix develops, as shown
in Fig. 1a. For quantum spins in finite chains, however,
the situation is different. In Fig. 1b, we depict the ex-
pectation values of the spins 〈S〉. Instead of forming a
helix, the expectation values of some spins vanish at a
twisting angle around pi/2. This behavior appears for
almost all values of ∆ in the planar regime. We denote
this phenomenon as quantum spin slippage.
Quantum spin slippage may seem odd on the first sight
because 〈S〉2 cannot vanish for an isolated spin. Here,
however, several spins entangle to let the magnitude of
〈S〉 vanish, a situation similar to a spin-singlet . The
generic origin of quantum slippage is quantum mechani-
cal avoided crossing of energy levels of the chain due to
which the adiabatic time evolution is incapable of reach-
ing energetically higher states. The situation is depicted
in Fig. 2a for a chain of n = 7 spins with S = ~/2 at
∆ = 0. The energetically lowest two states separate
from the rest of the spectrum and cannot be reached
by adiabatic time evolution. The width of the blue trace
indicates the weight of the dynamic state when decom-
posed into the instantaneous eigenstates. The situation
remains unchanged when rotating the last spin with a fi-
nite angular velocity. The diabatic dynamics is depicted
in Fig. 2b. Instead of developing a spin helix by tunneling
through the avoided level crossing, the system disperses
into several eigenstates and the spin texture disorders.
Quantum spin helices at sweet spots. As well known
from solid states physics, symmetries of the Hamiltonian
may occur for special values of the parameters such that
avoided level crossings close and quantum spin helices
can be wound up. Such sweet spots also exist for the
quantum spin chains at hand. We determine numerically
those values of the Heisenberg anisotropy ∆, for which
the energy gap E1 between the ground and the first ex-
cited state vanishes in dependence on S and the chain
length. Notably, when this particular gap closes, most
of the other relevant avoided level crossings close as well,
see [31]. We depict the dependence of E1 on ∆ for S ≤ ~
in Fig. 3. Cases with S > ~ are addressed in the Sup-
plemental Material [31]. The sweet spots fall into two
categories. The first one is universal in S and, to begin
with, comprises the values ∆ = J cos(pi/(n − 1)). Re-
markably, pi/(n − 1), is exactly the averaged twisting
angle of adjacent spins. Additionally, for S = ~/2, the
first category includes the values ∆ = J cos(pi/m), where
m may take any odd integer value smaller than n. We
not that, for infinite spin chains, there are infinitely many
sweet spots, which nicely agrees with the gapless ground
state of infinite spin-1/2 chains in the planar regime [30].
The sweet spot ∆ = J/2 stands out as being indepen-
dent of the length for chains with S = ~/2. The second
category comprises all other sweet spots, which generally
depend on both S and n and are tabularized in [31]. It
is worth noting that, here, all spin-1/2 chains are inte-
grable [32, 33], while all discussed chains with a larger
spin quantum number are not [34–36]. We corroborate
this by a level spacing analysis [37–39] that indicates a
3a) b) c) d)
FIG. 2. Adiabatic and diabatic time evolution of the ground state. The instantaneous spectrum, Eq. (1), is marked by dotted
black lines, the weight of the time-dependent state projected onto the instantaneous eigenstates is reflected by the width of
the blue stripes. a) Adiabatic evolution for ∆ = 0. The two energetically lowest states are separated from higher states by an
avoided level crossing. No helical state develops. b) Diabatic evolution for ∆ = 0. The avoided level crossing is not perfectly
overcome by rotating the spins with a finite angular velocity, φ(t) = −0.3Jt/~. c) Adiabatic evolution for the sweet spot
∆ = J/2. The avoided level crossings close. A helical state develops. d) Diabiatic evolution for ∆ = J/2. Turning the spins
sufficiently slowly still results in a quantum spin helix, φ(t) = −0.3Jt/~.
FIG. 3. Energy gap E1 between the ground state and the first
excited state at a twisting angle φ = pi in dependence on ∆
for S ≤ ~. The energy gap vanishes (numerically) exactly at
the sweet spots ∆ = J cos(pi/m), with odd m < n for S = ~/2
and m = n− 1 for S = ~.
symmetry related origin of the sweet spots, see [31].
The impact of the sweet spots on the dynamic winding-
up of a helix is shown in Fig. 2c. Here, all relevant
avoided level crossings for n = 7, S = ~/2 close for
∆ = J/2. An adiabatic or a sufficiently slow diabiatic
time evolution is consequently able to wind up a quan-
tum spin helix. We depict this in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d,
where the quantum spin helix state climbs up in energy
and remains helical without premature slippage.
Interestingly, the first category of sweet spots contains
the mentioned ones for spin-1/2 chains with boundary
dissipation [11, 12], which are associated to quantum spin
helices formed by a pure product state of local spin-1/2
states |Ψ〉 ∝⊗n−1k=0 (e−iϕk/2, eiϕk/2)T . The nature of the
dynamically constructed quantum helix, here, however,
is non-trivial: These quantum helices are non-locally en-
tangled. This can be seen from the spin-spin correla-
tion χλ(s) = 〈Sλ1Sλ1+s〉 − 〈Sλ1 〉〈Sλ1+s〉 where λ ∈ {x, y, z},
which vanishes for local product states. The result for
S = ~/2, n = 12 in a helical state of one full twist is
shown in Fig. 4 and is clearly non-zero for a finite range
of spins along the chain. These helical states are pure
eigenstates, which potentially easily decay by external
FIG. 4. Spin-spin correlation in units of ~2/4 for S = ~/2,
∆ = J/2, and n = 12 at a helical state of one full twist (spin
expectation values shown in inset). The spins are non-locally
entangled.
perturbations. Yet, we find a vast insensitivity against
local parametric magnetic fluctuations at the sweet spots
in first-order perturbation theory [31].
The sweet spots require fine-tuning of the Hamiltonian
in order to realize a quantum spin helix. In the following,
we present two less restrictive options how the avoided
level crossings can be overcome and the slippage angle of
a quantum spin chain be increased. The first one is the
use of different dynamic Landau-Zener protocols in the
vicinity of the sweet spots, while the second one is the
coupling to a magnetic environment.
Dynamic Landau-Zener protocols. In the vicinity of
the sweet spots, ∆−  matches the value of a sweet spot
for a small . The relevant level crossings do not vanish
in this case, but remain small. The transition is therefore
well approximated by a two level Hamiltonian
HLZ(φ) = Eφσ0 + ELZ
2
σx +
vLZ(φ+ δφLZ)
2
σz , (2)
with the energy gap ELZ, the coupling vLZ, and δφLZ,
which describes a possible shift of the level crossing. Fur-
thermore, σi are the Pauli matrices and Eφ is the ener-
getic background. For instance, the first such transition
of a chain with S = ~/2 and n = 7 happens at a twisting
4angle φ = 43pi and is characterized by ELZ/ = −0.634,
vLZ/J = 0.990, and δφLZJ/ = 0.252. These values,
can be applied to known protocols that perfectly over-
come the avoided level crossing. One is the infinitely fast
Landau-Zener transition [40], another one is a pi-pulse
in a resonant Rabi cycle, and a third one is an adia-
batic, or piecewise adiabatic frequency chirp [41]. More
involved protocols are also feasible [42, 43]. These tech-
niques are not necessarily connected to optical methods
in our setup. They merely correspond to being able to
rotate the last spin by specific angles.
Dissipative magnetic environment. As depicted in
Fig. 1, quantum spin slippage is connected to vanishing
local spin expectation values. A coupling to a magnetic
environment effectively partially measures the quantum
spins, gradually turning them into classical spins. By
this, the magnitude of the spin expectation vector is sta-
bilized. On the other hand, the environment opens ad-
ditional decay channels and tries to relax the spins. To
figure out which effect is dominant, we consider a cou-
pling to local bosonic magnetic fluctuations described by
the coupling Hamiltonian
Hfluct = α
n∑
i=1
∑
λ∈{x,y,z}
∑
κ
Sλi
(
bλi,κ + b
λ †
i,κ
)
. (3)
Performing second order Keldysh formalism in α
yields a local magnetic backaction of the form∑n
i=1
∫
dτχ(τ)SIi (0)S
I
i (−τ), where the superscript I in-
dicates the interaction picture. Within mean-field theory,
and assuming a stationary state, we arrive at the effective
mean-field Hamiltonian (see [31] for details)
Hmf = λmf J
n∑
i=1
(2Si − 〈Si〉) 〈Si〉, (4)
where λmf is a real constant. Thus, the bosonic magnetic
fluctuations generate self-stabilizing local Zeeman fields
that suppress quantum spin slippage. In Fig. 5, we de-
pict the slippage angle in dependence on λmf for different
chain lengths and S = ~/2. The slippage angle increases
with the chain length but eventually saturates in depen-
dence on the dissipation strength. This saturation cor-
responds to the inability of a classical spin chain to be
twisted more than a certain amount before it relaxes [4].
We expect the behavior for larger spin quantum numbers,
which behave more like classical spins, to be qualitatively
the same. Increasing the temperature of the magnetic
environment generally increases the mean-field coupling
λmf as well. The spin-spin correlation along the chain, cf.
Fig. 4, decreases in λmf, such that at |λmf| → ∞ the spi-
ral state recovers the non-entangled local product states
of Ref. [14].
Quantum computing with spin slippage states. Next,
we show how the quantum spin chains can be used for
spin-chain-based quantum computing. From Fig. 2a, we
FIG. 5. Stabilization of quantum spin helices by a local
dissipative bath. Slippage angle in mean-field approximation
for S = ~/2, ∆ = 0 for different chain lengths.
observe that the adiabatic evolution away from the sweet
spots does not return to the ground state after a revolu-
tion by 2pi, but only after a revolution by 4pi. The exact
level crossing of the first and the second level at an angle
of pi, which is needed for this behavior, is generic and
independent of ∆ for the case of half-integer spins and
an odd length. The two crossing levels are Kramers part-
ners, i.e., they are connected by an antiunitary symmetry
A that squares to −1. We find that A = AK, where
A = T j⇔n−j+1 eipi
∑n
k=1 S
y
k (5)
is the unitary transformation representing a rotation of
all spins around the y-axis by an angle of pi and the sub-
sequent exchange of the jth and the (n − j + 1)th spin,
denoted by the permutation matrix T j⇔n−j+1 . More-
over, K is complex conjugation and we use the standard
representation, where Sy is a purely imaginary matrix.
Squaring A yields A2 = (−1)2Sn, which establishes the
desired Kramers degeneracy exactly for half-integer spins
and chains of odd length. The result is independent of J
and ∆ and hence also applies to antiferromagnetic chains
and to the axial regime |∆| ≥ |J |. The first excited state
can, in conjunction with the ground state, be used as an
energetically split qubit. The adiabatic evolution of a
full revolution φ = 2pi realizes the unitary quantum gate
Upi = iσx. After two full revolutions of the last spin, the
Berry phase is pi, hence, still nontrivial. The protected
degeneracy of the ground and first excited state can also
be interpreted physically: For ∆ = J (XXX model), one
full revolution adiabatically pumps a single magnetic ex-
citation into the chain that carries a total spin of ~/2,
independent of the spin quantum number of the chain.
The qubit states may thus be distinguished by measuring
the total magnetization or the magnetoresistance.
Conclusions. The dynamic winding-up of a quantum
spin helix shows many non-trivial features as compared
to its classical counterpart. The topological protection of
the classical helix is generally overcome by tunneling, and
quantum spin slippage occurs in chains of finite length.
Only at sweet spots of the axial Heisenberg anisotropy,
classical topological protection is restored. Interestingly,
topologically protected quantum helices are not formed
5only by product states of local spin states, but are in-
stead entangled. Quantum spin slippage can be avoided
dynamically by Landau-Zener protocols or by a mag-
netic environment. Finally, the first quantum slippage
state, in the case of half-integer spins and chains of even
length, forms a Kramers symmetry-protected qubit with
the ground state, which is well-separated from the rest
of the spectrum. The resulting protected adiabatic qubit
can be used for adiabatic quantum computing by hav-
ing a non-trivial Berry connection. Arrays of spin chains
could potentially be used for universal adiabatic quantum
computing.
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6Supplemental Material
In this Supplemental Material, we analyze the avoided level crossings/exact level crossings at the sweet spots. We
furthermore derive the mean-field approximation of the magnetic bosonic bath, determine the stability of the helical
states against external, parametric perturbations and present a level spacing analysis of the spin chains at hand.
Sweet spot analysis
At the sweet spots, cf. Tab. SM-I, the ground state and the first excited state become degenerate at a twisting
angle of φ = pi. Quantum spin slippage is suppressed, and the ability to wind up a spin helix is extended over φ = pi.
An overview of the energy separation E1 between the ground state and the first excited state at φ = pi is given in
Fig. SM-6, where E1 is plotted in dependence on the axial Heisenberg anisotropy ∆. The sweet spots stand out by
E1 → 0. By an adiabatic evolution at one of the sweet spots, the system adiabatically follows the state that initially
was the ground state. Of course, at angles φ > pi there may be additional level crossings that hinder the system to
spiral-up further. In general, we find that multiple of these additional avoided level crossings close at the sweet spots
as well, however, not all of them — although even these avoided level crossings are largely suppressed. In Tab. SM-IIa
and Tab. SM-IIb, we exemplify this behavior for a chain of different spin quantum numbers. The relevant avoided
level crossings that do not close at the sweet spots become further suppressed if the length of the chain is increased,
see Tab. SM-IIc. In this sense, the remaining avoided level crossings can be interpreted as finite size effects.
cat. S/~ Sweet spots ∆ (in units of J)
C1
1/2 cos(pi/m) with odd m ≤ n− 1
1 cos(pi/m) with m = n− 1
C2
3/2 -1.00000 -0.0483412 0.175242 0.399895 0.604953
2 0.146900 0.278657 0.413477 0.497881
TABLE SM-I. Sweet spots ∆ of category C1 and C2 in dependence on S for |∆| ≤ |J |. For S > ~ not all sweet spots are
listed, the missing ones are the same as for S = ~.
a) b)
FIG. SM-6. Sweet spots of the axial Heisenberg anisotropy ∆, i.e., where the avoided level crossings partially vanish and
quantum spin helices are possible. Shown is the energy gap E1 between the ground state and the first excited state at a twisting
angle φ = pi in dependence on ∆. a) For S ≤ ~, The energy gap vanishes (numerically) exactly for ∆ = J cos(pi/(n−1)), where
pi/(n− 1) is exactly the twisting of adjacent spins. b) For S > ~, additional sweet spots appear that are not of the described
functional form, see Tab. SM-I.
7S/~ φ1/pi φ2/pi φ3/pi φ4/pi φ5/pi
1/2 1.000 1.333 1.667 1.797 2.000
1 1.000 1.078 1.156 1.234 1.339
3/2 1.000 1.051 1.102 1.152 1.208
2 1.000 1.038 1.076 1.113 1.149
(a)
S/~ ∆E1/J ∆E2/J ∆E3/J ∆E4/J ∆E5/J
1/2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0.007774 0 0.006987
3/2 0 7.154×10−6 0 0.001288 0.004200
2 0 0 2.886×10−6 0 7.454×10−5
(b)
S n = 5 6 7 8 9 10
~/2 0 0.346 0 0.1955 0 0.1253
~ 0.1213 0.1066 0.0925 0.08061 0.07101 0.06323
(c)
TABLE SM-II. Analysis of the first Landau-Zener transitions/avoided level crossings at the sweet spots ∆ = J/2 for S = ~/2
and ∆ = cos (pi/(n− 1)) J for S ≥ ~. a) Angle φi and b) gap size ∆Ei of the ith avoided or exact level crossings for a quantum
spin chain of length n = 7 for different spin quantum numbers S to be overcome when winding up a spin helix. c) Scaling of
the energy gap at a twisting angle φ = pi for chains of different length n. The gaps monotonically decrease in n and decrease
on average in S. Spin-1/2 chains stand out by only showing exact level crossings.
Mean-field approximation of the magnetic environment
In this section, we derive the mean-field Hamiltonian used in the main text that represents the influence of a bosonic
magnetic environment on the spin chains. The full Hamiltonian is
H = Hchain +Hbath +Hfluct, (6)
Hbath =
n∑
i=1
∑
λ∈{x,y,z}
∑
κ
λi,κb
λ †
i,κb
λ
i,κ, (7)
Hfluct = α
n∑
i=1
∑
λ∈{x,y,z}
∑
κ
Sλi
(
bλi,κ + b
λ †
i,κ
)
, (8)
where λi,κ encodes the spectral density of the environmental fluctuations and α is a real coupling constant. We
now derive an effective Hamiltonian for the chain in the same spirit as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
Hamiltonian. The derivation follows the lines of Ref. [44]. Additionally, we perform a mean-field decoupling in
between. In the second-order real-time Keldysh formlism [45], the expression for the expectation value of a time-
ordered operator A, given in the interaction picture, is
〈A〉 = 〈A〉0 −
∫
c
dτd∆τ
n∑
i,j=1
∑
λ,λ′
α2χλ,λ
′
(∆τ )
〈
T Sλi (τ)Sλ
′
j (τ −∆τ )A
〉
0
+O (α4) , (9)
with the susceptibility
χλ,λ
′
i,j (∆τ ) = i
∑
κ,κ′
〈
T
(
bλi,κ + b
λ †
i,κ
)(
bλ
′
j,κ′ (∆τ ) + b
λ′ †
j,κ′ (∆τ )
)〉
0
= iδλ,λ′δi,j
∑
κ
〈
T
{
bλi,κb
λ †
i,κ(∆τ ) + b
λ †
i,κb
λ
i,κ(∆τ )
}〉
=: iδλ,λ′δi,jχ(∆τ ). (10)
Here, 〈. . . 〉 denotes the expectation value with respect to the full Hamiltonian, 〈. . . 〉0, the expectation value with
respect to the bare Hamiltonian H|α=0,
∫
c
dτ . . . denotes integration over the Keldysh contour, T is the Keldysh
contour time ordering, and all operators are represented in the interaction picture, where Hfluct is the interaction
Hamiltonian. Hence, we obtain
〈A〉 = 〈A〉0 −
∫
c
dτd∆τ
∑
i
∑
λ
α2χ(δτ )
〈T Sλi (τ)Sλi (τ −∆τ )A〉0 +O (α4) . (11)
8In order to estimate the second order term, we perform a mean-field decoupling of the spin operators. To this end,
we rewrite, as usual, Sλi = δS
λ
i + 〈Sλi 〉 with δSλi = Sλi − 〈Sλi 〉 and neglect terms of the form
(
δSλi
)2
. We then obtain
Sλi (τ)S
λ
i (τ −∆τ ) mf= δSλi (τ)〈Sλi (τ −∆τ )〉+ δSλi (τ −∆τ )〈Sλi (τ)〉+ 〈Sλi (τ −∆τ )〉〈Sλi (τ)〉
≈ (2Sλi (τ)− 〈Sλi (τ)〉) 〈Sλi (τ)〉, (12)
where
mf
= stands for the above mentioned mean-field approximation. We furthermore assume in the second line of
Eq. (12) that the dynamics of the spin system is considerably slower than the one of the bosonic fluctuations, such
that we can forget about the contour time ∆τ in the final result. This corresponds to the Markov approximation in
dissipative systems. In total, we arrive at
〈A〉 mf= 〈A〉0 −
∫
c
dτ
∑
i,λ
α2χ
〈
T (2Sλi (τ)− 〈Sλi (τ)〉) 〈Sλi (τ)〉A〉
0
+O (α4) , (13)
with the final form of the susceptibility
χ =
∑
κ
∫
c
d∆τ
〈
T
{
bλi,κb
λ †
i,κ(∆τ ) + b
λ †
i,κb
λ
i,κ(∆τ )
}〉
, (14)
which is a real number. The result shows that there is exactly one Hamiltonian (underscored in Eq. (13)) that only
acts on the spin space and results in (up to second order in α) the same expectation values for all operators A. This
is the mean-field Hamiltonian of the main text:
Htotalmf = Hchain +Hmf (15)
Hmf = λmf J
n∑
i=1
∑
λ∈{x,y,z}
(
2Sλi − 〈Sλi 〉
) 〈Sλi 〉, (16)
with
λmf = α
2χ/J. (17)
Stability analysis of the helical states
The helical states at the sweet spots are pure eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with a finite energy difference to the
ground state. Hence, once prepared, one would expect that external perturbations induce transitions of the helical
state to the ground state, which reduces the applicability of the helical states for practical purposes. Interestingly,
it turns out that the helical states are more stable than expected. In order to show this, we perform first-order
perturbation theory in fluctuating local external magnetic fields by Fermi’s golden rule. As external perturbations,
we consider all local magnetic fluctuations coupling to Sxi , S
y
i , and S
z
i for all sites i. The transition rate from one
eigenstate |Ψj〉 to another |Ψk〉 is then given by Fermi’s golden rule as
γ
Sλi
j,k = (2piα/~) |〈Ψj |Sλi,k|Ψk〉|2, (18)
if the frequency of the perturbation perfectly matches the energy difference between the two eigenstates. Here, α is a
dimensionless, small coupling constant, which we assume to be the same for all external perturbations for simplicity.
In order to obtain a good upper bound, Γj,k, for the total transition rate of one state to another one, we sum up the
individual transition rates.
Γj,k =
∑
λ,i
γ
Sλi
j,k . (19)
Intriguingly, we find that the helical magnetic states are almost insensitive to the considered external perturbations
at the sweet spots. The matrix Γ is shown in Fig. SM-7 for a chain of 10 quantum spin-1/2. While non-helical states,
with winding number zero, decay to the ground state (top left), the helical magnetic states have exceedingly small
transition rates to states whose winding number is zero. This is shown, e.g., in columns 5 and 8 of the matrix, where
9FIG. SM-7. Upper boundaries Γkl for the transition rate between the eigenstates |Ψk〉 and |Ψl〉 (see text) for a chain of
10 quantum spin-1/2 at the sweet spot ∆ = J/2 that is perturbed by local magnetic fluctuations. The energetically lowest
helical states (number 5 and 8) show almost vanishing transition rates to states with a trivial winding number (not helical).
All states are ordered by energy, state 1 is the ground state. The states 5,6,7,8 are degenerate at a twisting angle of φ = 0. For
convenience, this degeneracy is lifted by using a small twisting angle of φ = 10−3.
the helical states show negligibly small interactions with energetically lower states. The only states it couples to by
the external perturbations are helix-like states with larger energy. The colorscale does not resolve the mentioned
small transition rates of a helical state to a trivial one. We find that these rates further vanish for larger spin chains.
Hence, for sufficiently long chains, the helical magnetic state is arbitrarily stable in first-order perturbation theory.
The situation changes away from the sweet spots. There, the transition rates of helical states to non-helical ones are
not negligible and no finite size effect. Still, helically magnetized states remain to have a reduced transition rate to
trivial states compared to the mean transition rate from a non-helical state to other non-helical states.
Level spacing statistics and integrability analysis of the sweet spots
The quest for an analytical explanation of the sweet spots naturally arises. The first idea that may come to
mind is that the sweet spots are special points in parameter space where the model becomes integrable. From what
we find, however, integrability is not the key factor. First of all, all spin-1/2 XXZ Heisenberg chains with nearest
neighbor interactions are integrable [32], being solvable by the Bethe ansatz. This property remains unchanged by the
employed boundary terms [33]. Likewise, for chains with a larger spin quantum number, all models we consider are
not integrable. Although, for special parameter values, there exist integrable spin chains with a spin quantum number
larger than 1/2 [34, 35], the models we consider are not integrable for S ≥ ~ because of missing axial anisotropies,
i.e., terms of the form (Sλi )
2 [36]. Hence, from the point of view of integrability, the sweet spots do not stand out
particularly from the rest of the parameters space.
Additionally, because the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, the question arises at which time the integrability of the
system is most important. In this regard, it is worth noting that boundary conditions can change the integrability of
a system but fail to do so for our boundary conditions, i.e., all our spin-1/2 chains are integrable, while all our S ≥ ~
chains are not integrable at all times. For simplicity, we therefore restrict the following analysis to t = 0, i.e., the
magnetic fields at the boundaries point into the same direction.
The level spacing distribution of a Hamiltonian is the probability density function of the energy difference between
consecutive eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. An important theoretical result is that integrable spin chains follow
a Poissonian level spacing distribution P (∆E) ∝ e−∆Eα, where ∆E is the level spacing and α is a real number
[37]. Non-integrable spin chains, however, cross over to the eigenvalue statistics of the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble
(GOE), i.e., orthogonal matrices with random matrix elements with constant variance. The resulting level spacing
distribution is well described by Wigner’s surmise P (∆E) ∝ ∆Ee−∆Eα [38, 39]. There is one important prerequisite
for these statements to hold rigorously, which is that the statistics from different quantum numbers (if the system
has good quantum numbers) need to be counted separately. In the case of open XXZ Heisenberg chains, these are
the total spin STotal =
∑
i Si, the total spin-z component S
z
Total, and (in case of symmetric boundary conditions) the
parity [39]. Furthermore, the level spacing statistics needs to be renormalized by the level density [37–39].
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FIG. SM-8. Level spacing statistics (energy difference distribution of adjacent eigenvalues) of spin chains in dependence on
the Heisenberg anisotropy ∆ restricted to SzTotal = 0. a) A spin-1/2 chain with 16 sites. The distribution is almost Poissonian
(dashed curve), signifying an integrable system. The sweet spots (blue and red graph) do not stand out significantly. b) A
spin-1 chain with 12 sites. The distribution follows the GOE statistics (see text), signifying a non-integrable system. The sweet
spot value (blue graph) does not stand out significantly from the other values.
FIG. SM-9. CDF (cumulated distribution function) of the level spacings of a spin-1/2 chain with 14 sites. In contrast to
Fig. SM-8, SzTotal is not restricted. The offset at vanishing energy spacing quantifies the amount of degeneracy. At the sweet
spot, the amount of degeneracy is increased, with most degeneracy at the dominant sweet spot ∆ = J/2. For this value, the
chain is more degenerate than for all other values including the SU(2) symmetric case ∆ = J .
For our considerations, it suffices to restrict ourselves to the level spacing statistics of the spin sector SzTotal = 0.
The level spacing distributions depicted in Fig. SM-8 confirm that our spin-1/2 chains are all integrable while our
spin-1 chains are not integrable. There is no significant deviation of the level spacing distribution from the Poissonian
statistics for spin-1/2 chains and no significant deviation from the GOE statistics for spin-1 chains. The depicted level
statistics especially show that the discovered sweet spots do not stand out from the rest of the parameter values if
only the integrability of the system is regarded.
The level spacing distribution nevertheless reveals important information about the origin of the sweet spots. If
we do not restrict our analysis to the sector SzTotal = 0 but instead include all eigenvalues into the analysis, the
level spacing distribution reveals a strong degree of degeneracy exactly at the sweet spots, indicating the vanishing
avoided level crossings. This behavior points towards a correlated energetic alignment of the different spin sectors in
order to enable the formation of a helical state. The features that are induced by symmetries at the sweet spots are
reflected by a divergence of the probability distribution function of the level spacings at zero level spacing. In order to
depict the symmetry protection, we therefore rely on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the energy level
spacings. The CDF for a spin-1/2 chain with 14 sites is shown in Fig. SM-9, where an increasing amount of degeneracy
for decreasing sweet spot values of ∆ becomes apparent. The amount of degeneracy at the dominant sweet spot of
∆ = J/2 is even larger than for the SU(2)-symmetric XXX model (∆ = J) and the XX(-X) model (∆ = −J).
